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ABSTRACT 

Following the transit of Cyclone Oswald on Australia day 2013, the Newman government community cabinet 

meeting in February 2013 in Maryborough Queensland, resulted in a meeting being held on 22 nd may 2013 in the 

office of the then Environment Minister and member for Glasshouse Andrew Powell , for the express purpose of 

discussing the construction of a rockwall at Kingfisher Parade Toogoom Queensland. 

 In attendance were the Newman government Environment Minister, Minister for Natural Resources, Ministerial and 

Departmental Staff, the Member for Maryborough Anne Maddern and Mr Martin Cooper of 48 Kingfisher Parade 

Toogoom , who was the self-appointed spokesperson for the 14 residential owners and whose own property had a 

50m buffer of intact dune system and  remnant vegetation  and was not ‘under immediate threat’ from coastal 

erosion and SLR. 

As a result of that meeting, a non-majority decision was made by the 14 property owners to request a basalt 

rockwall be constructed. Fraser Coast Regional Council was the applicant for the proposal which was to be 

constructed within the gazetted esplanade, rather than within the FH property boundaries and the property owners 

were to be charged by way of rates levies to fund the construction, while the engineering tenderer AURECON 

stipulated that the ‘Erosion Protection Measure’ was not being built to protect the FH properties, but to protect the 

foreshore. 

RTI responses from the Newman government initially denied that any minutes or notes were kept for the meeting, 

however DEHP then admitted that notes and minutes were kept, however 3rd party appeal rights clauses in the act, 

have so far been used to deny access to the minuted and noted content of the meeting. 

The proposal was incorrectly assessed under SDAP Module 10 section 5.4, as the DEHP advice assessing officer failed 

to ensure that AURECON provide a suitable explanation as to why the hard engineering option of a rockwall was 

chosen, when a suitable soft engineering alternative of beach nourishment was the preferred and ranked option for 

the site under the SEMP designed by CARDNO. 

Digital evidence exists that the project was incorrectly constructed, as the wall is now slumping north from GW 

pressure and the Dundowran Miocene Microphyric olivine basalt capping monoliths are disintegrating due to 

saltwater intrusion in the calcium carbonate seams, which has resulted in these monoliths becoming potential wave 

energy projectiles and serious public safety risks from contact with the razor edged shards (falling, child burial under 

>500kg pieces, etc.). 

This paper recommends that an alternative concrete sleeper revetment wall be positioned north of the rock wall, 

and beach nourishment including revegetation to RE 12.2.11 floristic specifications be completed behind the wall 

which includes burial of the rock wall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

INTRODUCTION  

The Toogoom rockwall was the subject of a paper to the JCR 20071, where the authors describe the political 

background to the policy failure. Their paper reveals that after extensive community engagement by council, the 

extended community of Toogoom were in favour of and supported a beach nourishment project with geotextile 

sandbags rather than the traditional use of rock revetment. 

A decision was made to source the sand from in front of the alignment however DEHP did not agree with the 

alignment and noted that ‘interference of littoral sediment drift and coastal process’ would ensue, DPIF noted that 

extraction/dredging of sand in the FHB area would not be permitted, even though this occurred illegally in 2013 and 

no permit has since been issued. 

Images A , B and C below clearly indicates machinery performing illegal excavation/dredging in at the site during 

March 2013 by the owners of the properties immediately south of the machinery , and the resulting destruction of 

coastal foreshore vegetation as a direct result of the alignment interfering with coastal process.  

Image D clearly indicates the disintegration of the totally unsuitable armour material of Dundowran Miocene 

microphyric olivine basal monoliths.  

Image E is taken looking south to the rockwall indicating the extensive loss predicted by DEHP. 

 

“As a result of the HBCC Council resolution and the new marine park a meeting was held between Hervey Bay City 
Council, Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service, the Queensland Environmental Protection Agency and the 
Queensland Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries on the 27th September, 2006. This meeting was to 
discuss the concerns the Councillors had with the alignment and sand source and the implications of the new marine 
park on the progress of the project. As a direct result of the meeting it was decided that the project would no 
longer be feasible without political intervention due to the additional restrictions placed on the project by the new 
marine park.”2 
 
Despite this forthright and fine upstanding approach from DEHP, designed to protect the ALP derived Marine Park 
values, illegal excavation has occurred in the conservation zone.  
 

                                                           
1 S. Lawson†, S. Hunt‡, J. Bunt† and M. Waddell† 

†City Assets 

Hervey Bay City Council 

Hervey Bay 

4560, Australia 

stephaniel@herveybay.qld.gov.au 

‡ Engineering Services 

Gold Coast City Council, Gold Coast 

9729, Australia 

shunt@goldcoast.qld.gov.au 
2 ibid, pp31. 



 

 

Image A indicating illegal excavations by machinery, 03/22/2013. Yellow shading is final profile alignment of the rock 

wall. 

 



 

 

Image B clearly indicating illegal excavations within the FHAB GSMP conservation zone (Yellow shading is FHB esri 

shp.). 



 

 

Image C looking west along the beach, clearly indicating the wall disintegration, public injury risk and 25m loss of 

littoral vegetation and dune as a direct result of the alignment. 



 

 

Image D , indicating fracturing of Dundowran Miocene microphyric olivine basalt capping and wall monoliths, 

providing dangerous public liability issues for injury from sharp edges and collapse of >500kg pieces on children. 

 



 

 

Image E indicating loss of 25m littoral coastal vegetation as predicted by DEHP, as a direct result of the alignment. 

POLITICAL BACKGROUND 

On the 26th January 2013 Cyclone Oswald or to be accurate the terrestrial tropical low passed approximately 200km 

inland from Kingfisher Parade. Wind generated wave heights were approximately 1-2m from the east, resulting in 

direct energy impacts to the Toogoom beach area. 

As a result of this impact , a meeting with Andrew Powell was created for the Maryborough Community cabinet 

meeting( FEB 2013) with Anne Maddern and Mr Martin Cooper of 48 kingfisher parade, to lobby the then Newman 

government Environment Minister , to clear any ‘green tape ‘ issues his agency had with building a rock wall.   

http://www.frasercoastchronicle.com.au/news/owner-puts-case/2026651/  

The above article was generated by Martin Cooper, despite the fact that his property still has 50m of dune 

/foreshore buffer. 

Martin Cooper who owned 48 Kingfisher parade, proclaimed himself to be the appointed spokesperson for the 14 

affected residential property owners, and requested a meeting with Andrew Powell on 22May 2013 and continued 

to lobby for a rock wall , even though his property had a 50M buffer of intact littoral vegetation and was not under 

http://www.frasercoastchronicle.com.au/news/owner-puts-case/2026651/


 
immediate threat. The image above was taken directly in front of 48 Kingfisher parade. Lot 48 Kingfisher parade still 

has a 50m buffer from HAT , although it has recently been sold by Martin Cooper for $650,000, due to a ‘seaview’ 

created by the removal of the vegetation to create the rockwall. 

 

 

Figure 1 Ministerial diary extract. 

 

RTI requests by the author and Mr Norman Hoffman have so far been hamstrung by 3rd party clauses of appeal 

against release of the initially denied minutes and notes of the meeting , sadly DEHP initially denied the existence of 

any documentation of this Ministerial meeting, but then confirmed the presence of documentation. 

RTI responses to Mr Hoffman and the author are based around an allegation that “release of the information may 

present a danger to the public”. 

It would logically follow that senior officers of the Agency at the Director level 

who are still employed, and attended that meeting would be cognisant of 

what was discussed at that meeting. 

All requests to Anne Maddern, the then LNP Member for Maryborough, for details of the meeting had been met 

with claims of ‘commercial in confidence’ clauses.  

The rockwall is public infrastructure, constructed on public land , to protect a public asset ( the foreshore3). 

The Toogoom Progress Association Inc was concerned that a rock wall which was in contravention of consensus 

agreed to by the at large Toogoom community for beach nourishment, would result in the loss of the above 

vegetation. 

The TPAI put forward a proposal for a concrete sleeper revetment system with appropriate revegetation behind to 

consolidate the foreshore and meet community expectations. 

A deputation from the TPAI with FCRC CEO   Lisa Desmond to engage council on the merits of the alternative cheaper 

design which achieved the expectations of the community was met with total dismissal.4 

 

 

                                                           
3 Comment by Mr Gildas Colliter AURECON engineering project manager, 29th august 2013. 
4 Personal Communication Mr Neville Parton  President of the TPAI. 



 

 

Figure 2 TPAI concrete sleeper revetment design. 



 
Martin Cooper then set about a smear campaign of the progress association and a NFP community group funded by 

Andrew Powell’s agency, who opposed his position on a rock wall being the most preferred option, when in reality 

the FCRC SEMP created by CARDNO5 clearly indicated that a rock wall was a non-ranked option and beach 

nourishment was a ranked and therefore preferred option for correct management of SLR related issues for the site. 

 

Figure 3, letter from Mr Martin Cooper to Andrew Powell. 

 

                                                           
5 20 July 2012 Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd Page i 

N:\COE\Jobs\ENV\LJ2907 - FraserCoast SEMP\Documents in Preparation\Rep2620\Rep2620v5.doc Version 5 



 
 

 

 

Figure 4 extracts from CARDNO indicating   ranked permissible and not permissible options.



 

 

 

 

Figure 5 path of Cyclonic low Oswald. 

 

COVERT ASPECTS OF MEETINGS BETWEEN COUNCIL AND PROPERTY OWNERS  

Appendix A provided by Mr Geoff McWilliams , reveals that complicit behaviour by officials and pro 

rockwall property owners , concerning the requirement for covertness is evident. 

The following dot points summarise this serious issue. 

 ‘An Aurecon engineer, a Mr Gildas Colliter, discussed the proposed wall design and stated, as part of the description 

of its purpose, that the wall was not designed to protect property, was not designed to prevent flooding and I noted 

that he said that the purpose was “solely to preserve the foreshore”. 

 ‘A Mr Martin Cooper, another principal proponent of the wall, was standing nearby and intervened in the conversation 

between Mrs Smoothy and myself, stating that the vote will be taken at that meeting and he was not “going to wait another week”. 

 Mrs Smoothy advised the meeting that her firm, Smoothy Constructions, would be tendering for the construction of the wall. 

 

 Mrs Karen Smoothy owned the machinery which carried out the illegal excavations depicted in 

image A . 



 

 

 

 Mrs Smoothy advised that she had been speaking to a Mr Wayne Weber who she would prefer to be the Project Manager. 

 

 No discussions were entered into with the meeting on these matters. 

 

 The issue of beach nourishment was raised and Mrs Smoothy stated that “sand pushes” were only allowed as a temporary 

measure in the circumstance where a permanent structure is proposed to be built. 

 

 Mr Cooper stated that the wall alignment and design, as proposed by Aurecon under his direction, 

was the only design allowable by State Authorities, without his providing any 

evidence of that claim to the meeting. 

 A vote was sought by Mrs Smoothy and the majority voted in favour of the wall, my son voted against, and one owner abstained. 

 

 A person whom I believe to have been Mr Martin Cooper, stated that the abstention was “a no” to which the abstainee responded 

that the interjector “look up a dictionary”, as he was abstaining because he had insufficient information on which to make an 

informed decision. 

 

 Mr Martin Cooper stated that all future correspondence to the Council on the matter must be 

directed through Mrs Smoothy. 

 

 A number of attendees vocally disagreed with that position, including the person who had abstained, and myself. 

 

 The Mayor and CEO and a council officer departed the meeting at 11.20 am., and Councillor Rolf Light remained whilst the 

engineer explained his design. 



 

 

 

 At the conclusion of the meeting Mr Rolf Light announced to the attendees that “the CEO wanted this meeting to 

remain secret” and that he supported that position, and furthermore stated that “if this gets out to 

the general public, the project will be set back five years”. 

 

 Mr Light is the councillor supposedly representing all the residents of Toogoom. 

 

 

SDAP MODULE 10 ASSESSMENT  

INADEQUATE ASSESSMENT  

DEHP ADVICE  

PO 5 of Module 10 clearly indicates that the AO has not been met, AURECON claim that the proposal is to 
protect people and property, when Mr Gildas Colitter form AURECON clearly stated to the residents that the 
proposal was only designed to protect the foreshore.  
 
AURECON claim that the ‘rockwall has been designed to MINIMISE IMPACTS ON SEDMENT TRANSFER 
AND COASTAL PROCESS’. 
 
PLEASE REFER TO COVER  IMAGE AND IMAGES C-E. 
 
Further the proposal has led to the opposite of AO 5.1 , (1, 2) and (2,2). 
 
AURECONS response in totally inappropriate if not deliberately misleading, given the current loss of dune 
vegetation and massive rapid loss of the escarpment. 
 



 

 

 

 

AURECONS response to PO 5.4 (below) is untrue and deliberately misleading as the rockwall is not a ranked 
or preferred option under the SEMP, further the response and claim that a Rockall was a decision arrived at by 
consensus is false and not supported.  

 
Further, the editors footnote clearly indicates that AURECON has failed to provide an adequate response , as 
they have not provided the factual evidence that beach nourishment is the prefered and ranked option for the 
site under the SEMP . 



 

 

 

DISCUSSION  

The author was present in the Maryborough office of DEHP in November 2013, where ‘passing comments’ were 
exchanged between assessing officers and the author as to the ‘complications’ surrounding the TOOGOOM 
rock wall.  
 
Anecdotally, a comment came from staff that a ‘Ministerial ‘had been issued. 
 
The author attended a pre lodgement meeting with assessment officers from DEHP Maryborough concerning a 
proposal at Turtlecove River Heads.  
 
The author asked a specific question of the assessing officers present, 

 “if I as the Turtlecove consultant ,needed to respond to Module 10,  PO and AO 5.4, explaining to the 
editor , that  I was arguing that a hard engineering erosion protection measure was preferable  to soft 
engineering beach nourishment , would I need to show clearly that soft engineering is not a suitable 
and or in fact not a feasible  , ranked or indeed preferred option ? 

 The assessment officer responded , ‘yes , you will need to do exactly that,” 
 
 
The author chooses and in fact prefers to not identify  the officers involved , out of courtesy and professional 
collegial respect ,as a former EPA assessing officer the author understands that ‘Ministerials/head office 
directives’ are an everyday  occurrence, and regional officers should not be held accountable for meeting 
politically motivated and desired  outcomes for their Agency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

CONCLUSION  
It is clear that the proposal was politically motivated due to a history of political indecisions and conflicting 
Agency policies. 
 
Digital evidence of noncompliance construction can be provided.  
 
Elections result in political parties utilising policies which are in the interests of their re-election, rather than 
successful management of the issues surrounding SLR. 
 
This was evidenced with the Former Newman government haste to remove State government responsibility for 
adequate SLR regulation and devolving it to LG. 
 
There is ample evidence that the TOOGOOM ROCKWALL , will not achieve either its alleged outcomes of 
protecting the foreshore ,which is the AURECON claim, or protecting the 14 properties which have been required 
to fund public infrastructure on public land to protect public assets. 
 
The rock wall is a current danger to the community and tourist visitors of Toogoom.  
 
The author accompanied the ALP member for Maryborough Mr Bruce Saunders and his advisor Mr Fossen,  
during a field visit to the rock wall,  and briefed them on the implications for the Palazchcuk government from 
this LNP disaster. 
 
The member’s conclusion was that the rock wall is; 

 Failing/disintegrating /collapsing, 

 Is a serious public health issue, 

 That the history of the project has probity  issues and, 

 Should be investigated by the Auditor general.  
 
This project is now within the jurisdiction of the seat of Maryborough, and it forms a unique opportunity 
for the Palaszchuk government to; 

 Cite it as a poor  hasty political example of LNP coastal/environment responses, 

 Agree to rectify the problem,  

 Gain environmental credence for  the seat of Maryborough,  

 Ensure that Mr Saunders is seen as moderate ALP member who,  

 A, wants a boat ramp at Burrum Heads ( who did not vote for him) with associated FHB impacts  and,  

 B, is prepared to act on poor politically motivated coastal management responses to SLR impacts for 
the seat. 

 
WBBEC in conjunction with REMC are prepared to act in a probono capacity to assist the Member and the 
Minister with ecological and environmental reporting surrounding any requirement to implement the alternative 
revetment and rehabilitation proposal, which will result in providing the community of Toogoom with a decent 
SLR response. 



 

 

 
 
 
Roger M Currie  
President /Water Policy Officer 
WBBEC  
19/07/2015 
044 8917 571 
  Roger.remc2@bigpond.com 
admin@wbbec.org.au 
 
 
APPENDIX A  
 

AFFIDAVIT 

 

 
  

 
I, Geoffrey David McWilliam, of 187 Charlton Esplanade Point Vernon, a suburb of Hervey 

Bay, in the State of Queensland, make oath and say as follows:- 

 

I am a retired pharmacist residing at the above address, a residence that my father purchased 

in 1953. 

 

My son, Ian David McWilliam, is a pharmacist who resides at a residence he owns at 78 

Kingfisher Parade Toogoom, a beachside suburb of Hervey Bay. 

 

My son Ian co-manages a family owned pharmacy at the Eli Waters Shopping Centre in 

Hervey Bay along with his sister Jane Louise McWilliam, who is also a pharmacist. 

 

mailto:Roger.remc2@bigpond.com


 

 

My son had sought my assistance in addressing a conflict which has arisen between himself 

and the Fraser Coast Regional Council & ors., namely a number of neighbouring property 

owners of Kingfisher Parade Toogoom. 

 

This matter relates to the proposed construction of a rock sea wall on the Crown land in front 

of his and neighbouring properties. 

 

My son asked me to attend various meetings called by neighbours or Council on his behalf, 

and make representations to Council on his behalf, owing to his work commitments. 

 

One such meeting I attended followed an invitiation by the Chief Executive Officer of the Fraser 

Coast Regional Council, a Ms. Lisa Desmond, for my son to attend a meeting at the residence 

of a principal promotor of the proposed rock wall, a Mr. Martin Cooper of 48 Kingfisher Parade, 

which meeting was held on the 29th August 2013, and the purpose of which was advised in 

writing by the CEO as being to discuss costings of the proposed wall design of Aurecon. 

 

My son was also able to attend through a change of work commitment on the day. 

 

The meeting was attended by a number of nearby property owners, an engineer from the firm 

of Aurecon, and representatives of the Fraser Coast Regional Council, including the CEO and 

Mayor and a councillor, a Mr Rolf Light. 



 

 

 

Two days earlier, my son had provided me with a copy of an engineering report which he stated 

that he had just then received from the CEO of the Council, that being an Aurecon Report on 

the proposed wall. 

 

When we attended the meeting, we were met by a Mrs K Smoothy who was also a promoter 

of the rock wall, and given a Meeting Agenda.  (Attachment “A”) 

I immediately noticed that the agenda included an item for property owners to vote on the 

construction of the proposed wall. 

 

I raised points of the Aurecon Report with Mrs. Smoothy who stated that we could not possibly 

be in possession of the report, asked me from where had I obtained the report, and asked 

could she see it. 

 

On showing a copy of the report to Mrs Smoothy, I was advised by her that the copy we had 

only recently received was out of date and of no relevance to the meeting. She stated that no 

person had yet been given the final report. 

 

I therefore protested the inclusion of a vote in the circumstance where those voting had not yet 

been given a report on a final design, such that they could give due consideration before 

deciding. 



 

 

 

Mrs. Smoothy then agreed to myself to remove that item from the agenda. 

 

A Mr Martin Cooper, another principal proponent of the wall, was standing nearby and 

intervened in the conversation between Mrs Smoothy and myself, stating that the vote will be 

taken at that meeting and he was not “going to wait another week”. 

 

Mrs Smoothy then agreed to ask for a vote to be taken at the meeting. 

Mrs Smoothy acted as the chairperson though no appointment to that role was sought. 

 

An Aurecon engineer, a Mr Gildas Colliter, discussed the proposed wall design and stated, as 

part of the description of its purpose, that the wall was not designed to protect property, was 

not designed to prevent flooding and I noted that he said that the purpose was “solely to 

preserve the foreshore”. 

 

Mrs Smoothy advised the meeting that her firm, Smoothy Constructions, would be tendering 

for the construction of the wall. 

 

Mrs Smoothy advised that she had been speaking to a Mr Wayne Weber who she would prefer 

to be the Project Manager. 

 



 

 

No discussions were entered into with the meeting on these matters. 

 

The issue of beach nourishment was raised and Mrs Smoothy stated that “sand pushes” were 

only allowed as a temporary measure in the circumstance where a permanent structure is 

proposed to be built. 

 

Mr Cooper stated that the wall alignment and design, as proposed by Aurecon under his 

direction, was the only design allowable by State Authorities, without his providing any 

evidence of that claim to the meeting. 

A vote was sought by Mrs Smoothy and the majority voted in favour of the wall, my son voted 

against, and one owner abstained. 

 

A person whom I believe to have been Mr Martin Cooper, stated that the abstention was “a no” 

to which the abstainee responded that the interjector “look up a dictionary”, as he was 

abstaining because he had insufficient information on which to make an informed decision. 

 

Mr Martin Cooper stated that all future correspondence to the Council on the matter must be 

directed through Mrs Smoothy. 

 

A number of attendees vocally disagreed with that position, including the person who had 

abstained, and myself. 



 

 

 

The Mayor and CEO and a council officer departed the meeting at 11.20 am., and Councillor 

Rolph Light remained whilst the engineer explained his design. 

 

At the conclusion of the meeting Mr Rolf Light announced to the attendees that “the CEO 

wanted this meeting to remain secret” and that he supported that position, and furthermore 

stated that “if this gets out to the general public, the project will be set back five years”. 

 

Mr Light is the councillor supposedly representing all the residents of Toogoom. 



 

 

ALL the facts and circumstances herein deposed to are within my own knowledge and belief 

save such as are deposed to from information only and my means of knowledge and source 

of information appear on the face of this my affidavit. 

 

*Sworn by Geoffrey David McWilliam  on            October 2013      
 

at Scarness in the presence of: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
    

Deponent Justice of the Peace /Commissioner for 
declarations 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


